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INTRODUCTION
It has been the function of societies throughout history to
provide comfort and support for it's troubled members.

In the past,

this function was performed by the society's religious institJtions.
Today, as in the past, people who want solutions.to the problems they
experience, or who want to gain pathways to possible solutions, look
to their religion, their church organization, their clergyman, to their
God.

The clergymen of a community are apt to be the first professionals

of that community to be consulted wr.en the need for help is felt.
Gurin et al (1960), in a national survey o{ Americans and their
mental health, found 14% of their 2460 interviewees had looked for help
fo1· emotional problems· at some point in their lives.

About this 14%

Gurin attenpted to answer some basic questions:
1.

Why did these people go for l1elp?

2.

How did these people get to their source of help?

3.

Whom did these people cc�sult �or professional help?

4.

Did these respon·5ents feel they reeei•.-ed help from the
source they consulted?

The '\rhy'; Guri.E suggests, is not so much a ful1c::tion of the degree
of distress present, but that the felt distress is defined in psyeholcgi
cally relevant terms and that this psychologically defined distress is
translated into help-seeking behavior.
The "whom", perhaps to the surprise of many, was as follows:
42% went to clergymen, 29% to physicians, and 18% to psychiatrists or
psychologists.

A similar, ea.!'lier study by Bruder (1957) found sur

prisingly similar results on a nation-wide sample.
1

Bruder f-Jund 40%
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of those who sought help for emotional problems turned to their clerg-y-
men.

In Bruder's study, a.s in Gurin's, such a high percentage made the

clergy, by far, the single most often consulted professional group in the
community.
Ryan (1969) found that, even in a city with as many psychiatrists
as Boston, the clergy on duty in that city's parishes provide an extremeJy
vital role in assisting the emotionally disturbed of that city.

Compara

tively, the city's clergy helped about three times as many of Boston's
residents as were treated by psychiatrists yearly.

Though the Ryan

study listed frunily physicians higher than clergy as the help source
most frequently consulted, the study reports that churches are spread
relatively evenly throughout the city of Boston, and that the clergy of
these c:r:1rches serve members of all social classes in a wide range of
err:.otional problems.

This claim could not be made about either Boston's

f��ily phy��cians or psychiatrists.
For members of the mental health profession it may be a disturbing
realization that agencies created by society solely for the treatment of
emotional disorders are consulted by it's menbers less often than those
who do not regard mental health as their primary fu..nction.

Such a finding

is not necessarily indicative of the failure of mental health agencies,
but rather, the author believe� it underscores the crucial role that
non-psychiatric professions, as the clergy, play in the col!lillunity's treat
ment process.
In one sense, the parish clergy may be the last general mental
health practitioners in the conmnmity.

Clergy with parochial responsi

bilities are continually engaging in formal and informal counseling as
they carry out their ministries.

Their therapeutic effect occurs during
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the weekly sermon, at each church-organized meeting, and through every
pastoral home visit.

It happens not only in the context of the week's

activities, but also at certain critical development stages of life suc:h
as birth, baptism, marriage, and death.

The mental health impact of

clergy in the community is considerable.
It is one thing to seek help for a problem- and yet another to find
it.

Gurin, et ·a1(1960), asked the 14% of their sample who had gone for

help if they felt they were helped.

Of those who had consulted clergy,

65% stated that they were greatly helped, while only 46% of those who had
gone to psychiatrists felt they were helped significantly.
Parish clerg·y as a help source not only received the highest ratings
a.s to the number of people who sought help then, but the clergy as a group
al so received the highest rating as to -perceived therapeutic benefit.
What is known about the counseling activities of parish clergy?

Why

should clergymen as a group receive such effectiveness ratings in their
counseling'{

The answers to tRese and other questions about the nature of

the cormseling activities of clergy are not well known.
Hersh (1968) points out that changes of such great magnitude have
taken place :.n the field of mental health during the last 15 years as to
shatter t:b.e relatively straight fo:cward definitions by which mental health
had been previously defined.

In earlier times the role of therapist fell

exclusively in the domain of psychiatrists.

Later, under the authority

of psychiatrists, some of the therapeutic responsibility was slowly dele
gated to few other professionals, such as clinical psychologists or social
workers.

For a long time these three basic types of practitioners have

manned the nation's clinics and provied the majority of the community's
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direct service delivery.

Today, however, the ranks of therapists have

been drastically expanded to include other types of professionals and to
encompass new categories of previously overlooked therapeutic agents.
For example, psychiatric nurses have been given an increasing role
in clinics and responsibility in conducting therapy.

Mental health coun

selors are a growing therapeutic force manning an increasing number of
clinic jobs.

Indigenous paraprofessionals and student volunteers are

increasingly utilized as manpower sources.

Finally, coI11rnunity caretakers,

such as clergy, police, and teachers, are now viewed as the front line
mental health agents in the community.

Increasing attention is being

given to the mental health function being carried out by these new
community professionals.

Groups like the clergy are beginning to be

rec0gnized for the competency they bring to mental health and for the
services they deliver to those with whom they come into contact.
The role of the patient or the person in need of help has also
bee� greatly expanded.

The patient can no longer be defined so simply

as someone who has come to a mental health clinic or who has been diag
nosed by a psychiatrist as mentally ill.
The now well-known midtown Manhattan study (Srole, et al, 1961)
identified more than 80% of a sample of New York City residents as be
longing to some category of mental disorder, with at least 25% being
seriously impaired.

In another study of mental disorder in Kalamazoo

County, Michigan (Manis, et al, 1964), the investigators demonstrated
that the rates of mental illness in a large inner-city population as
Manhattan were not significantly different from those in th� community
they studied.

Epidemiological studies have continually pointed to the
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large number of individuals in the community that are in need of mental
health services, but who are missed by the traditional service delivery.
The prevalence of mental disorder in our times is an increasingly un
settling fact.

The tremendous mental health needs of the co�..rnun�_ty

have brought great pressure to bear on both the traditional and non
traditional help sources.
The increased demand for assistance has had a unique effec.t on the
clergy in paricular.

The clergy as a group feel the additional pressure

as the result of the failure of traditional mental health programs.

'l'be

clergyman is a professional who lives under numerous responsibilities.
They are committed first to their private ministry to God, their church,
their congretation, and then finally to mental health problems.

Many

reasons exist for the clergy to question their effectiveness as mental
health agents.

Ho:.:ever, their commitment to the mental health needs of

the community is always assumed.

Seldom is it checked out.

The realities

of mental health counseling and the difficulties inherent in the role are
sensitive issues to the clergy.

With the questions of conm1itment and

competence compounded by an increased demand. for mental heaJ.th services,
the clergy's insecurity in dealing with mental health proQlens are inten
sified.
The signing of the Community Mental Health Act of 1963 symbolizes.
the growing desire of many mental health professionals to move beyond the
protective walls of state hospitals and mental health clinics in order
to promote mental health in the community where the troubles first begin.
A major objective of this piece of federal legislation was the establish
ment of a nationwide network of comprehensive mental health centers.
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The task of these centers is to bolster the effects of early detection
and treatment of mental illness in the community.

In order to be

eligible for federal funding, the centers must provide a range of compre
hensive mental health services to the community it serves.
One such service in mental health consultation,

the purpose of

which is to give assistance to community caretaking agents, helping them
apply principles of mental health to the performance of their professional
Such help is likely to involve facilitating these agents in the

tasks.

planning and implementation of an intervention into the mental health
problems of the people with whom these agents have contact.

Probably

the best known model for mental health consultation is that of Caplan
(1970).

In Caplan's model, the consultant has no predetermined body of

knowledge that he wishes to teach the consultee.

Instead, the consultant

attempts to be responsive to the particular needs of the caretaking agent
with whom he is working.

Caplan contends that consultation will allow

a relatively small number of consultants to have a tremendous effect of
the treatment of mental health problems in the community.
argued for the need for consultation for two reasons.

Caplan has

First, there is

the realization that the number of mentally ill in the community exceeds
the current·.1evel of mental health manpower capacity to provide service.
·Secondly, Caplan believes community caretaking agents have the power to
prevent mental illness by intervening in life crises.

This second argu�

ment is based on the assumption that coping skills can be taught during
ordinary life crises, coping skills that will prevent more serious psych
iatric brea.l{downs.
I� the prevlously cited studies of Bruder (1957), Gurin,et al (1960),
and Ryan (1969) are correct as to where people turn in times of need, it
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follows that the clergy represent a primary group to whidh mental
health consultation serYices should be made available.

Evidence wouJ.d

suggest that for better or worse the clergy are doing counseling for nore
people than are appearing at a com_�unity's mental health clinics.

Such

high hopes of community mental health, as consultation, have been with
us since the early 1960 1 s.

But as yet these hopes have not been trans

lated into a record of achievement.

As tempting as the philosophicaJ.

call of community mental health is, it still remains an ideal i� search
of a wide--spread application and effect.
The important opportunity for mental health consultation represen
ted by local clergy is not without it's possible pitfalls.

One such

dilemma is what Pattison ( 1970) has called ''reductionism".

Reductionism

is the tendency of one profession to translate the concepts and problems
of another into it's own theoretical framework.

Thus, the consultru1t may

unknowingly reduce all the concerns of a clerical consultee into psycho
logical proble�s.
psychologists.

It is naive to believe that clergy are simply amateur

In consultation there must be basic respect for and under

standing of the clergymen, and an acknowledgement of the context in which
his counseling takes place.
A reductionism-like phenomenon may be taking place on a societal
level too.

It is a reductionism that has had a detrimental effect on

the clergyman and his wwn professional identity as a counselor.

This

phenomenon involves the belief that the methods of counseling as practiced
by the psychiatric community are the ideal ones.

The societal pressure

created by the acceptance of this type of belief has led many clergymen
tc adopt many of the superficialities of psychiatric counseling.

This

mov2ment has produced a few excellent pastoral clinicians, but it has
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also had the effect of severing many other clergyment from the natural
effectiveness that lies in the heritage of their own traditional religious
counseling role.

The reason why many people of the community seek co1..u1-

seling from the clergy could be directly tied to elements of their owr.
religious counseling style.

The abandonment by clergy of their tradi

tional counseling role could produce the tragic consequence of decreasing
the number of the community's troubled who seek assistance from the clergy.
This author does not contend that mental health consultation with
clergy is a destructive phenomenon that should be avoided, but rather
that the factor making the traditional counseling practices of clergy
effective can be enhanced if the consultant has the conscious sensitivity
to the special nature of clergy's counseling.

Having a functional know

ledge of local clergy, their typical mode of counseling, an awareness
of the type of problem they face, and their attitudes about mental health
are just a few of the factors that this special sensitivity should involve.
One objective of this research is to delineate some of this information
for potential consultants.
Thus far, the author has attempted to show the significant role
played by clergy in being an important resource for people in trouble.
With the advent of the research pointing to the importance of clergy as
counselors, American churches have not stood idly by.

With the exception

of a few fundamentalist and pentecostal church groups, old-line churches
have long been active and concerned with the mental health needs of their
community.

A pastoral counseling movement was begun in this country and

has been very active.

The American churches collectively represent a

large resource for positive human fulfillment.

With the continuing growth

of the pastoral counseling mevement, an immense contribution to mental
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health is increasingly being made by American churches and the clergy
men who have parochial responsibility within their walls.

Since it's

beginning, the pastoral counseling movement has taken a number of dis
tinct directions.
When the events surrounding World War II brought psychiatry to the
public's attention, one result was that the issues covered by theology
and psychiatry were hotly debated.

One segment of the pastoral counseling

movement involves the examination of concepts from psychoanalytic theory
and their religious implication.

This topic accounted for much of the

early writing in this movement.

There appeared many articles discussing

the compatability between psychiatry and theology.

After a number of

prominent writers (Fletcher (1952), Preston (1955), and Riesman (1951)
suggested that the divergent philosophies of psychiatry and theology were,
in fact compatible, many of the clergy began to study methods from psych
iatry and other social sciences.

Previously, clergymen believed it necessary

to s�parate themselves from the institution of the church in order to use
psychological methods.
Another segment of the pastoral counseling movement has been the
reevaluation of the ordinational process for clergy.

American seminaries

have attempted to i�prove their curricula to prepare their graduates to
meet the demands for counseling they will :find waiting for them in their
parishes.

Seminaries have begun to incorporate core courses in counseling

and psychology into their traintng programs.

The result of this segment

of the pastoral counseling movement has been that clergy ordained after
the mid-1940's have had at least some exposure to courses in the theories
of counseling.
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A final aspect of the pastoral counseling movement was the estab
lishment of distinct clinically-oriented training programs for pas
toral counselors.

'l'ypically, these individuals enter a graduate degree

program in counseling, psychology, or social work while in seminary.
These degree programs usually include a placement experience in a
mental health setting with supervised clinical training.

In effect,

these individuals are trained in two fields, which they attempt to
synthesize in their professional work.

This final aspect of the move

ment has been to create a new class of professionals, the pastoral
counselor.

The pastoral counselor usually works in an organized pas-

toral counseling center.

These centers follow the standards of the

American Association of Pastoral Counselors.

A group of churches will

usually cluster together to provide a service center for its members.
Robinson

et al (1960), in his examination of churches as a community

resource in mental health, found at least one such clergyman with these
special �ualifications in every one of the fifteen counties studied.
However, Robinson

et al were careful to term these individuals a

rather sophisticated group of clergy and stated that the activities of
pastoral counselors did not typify those of the general. popuJat::.on of
clergy at -work in American parishes.
In this research no attempt will be made to describe the counseling
activities of "pastoral counselors"*.

Though the ec-wnenical orientation

of both groups is the same, thei_r methods in counseling probably are not.
The author believes

*

that this group of specifically trained clergyn1en

This term will be restricted to suer professionals. Clergy -with par
ochial responsibility -without this specialized training will not be referred
to as performing pastora.l counsel�_ng.
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can play an important function in helping build better communication
between clergy and the mental health profession.

However, to combine

both groups in one study would complicate the resu�ts.
Little research has been conducted in the area of parish clergy
and the nature of their counseling practices.

This final segment of

the introduction will review the few descriptive studies that do exist
in this area.

The review will summarize the research questions inves-

tigated by these studies and review the methods they utilized.

Because

the findings of these studies take a descriptive form too cumbersome to
report here, a report of selected findings will be deferred until the
resultes of the present research are reported.

This will allow for more

meaningful cross-comparison.
The first systematic attempt to investigate the counseling activi
ties of clergy was conducted for the Harvard Project on Religion and
Mental Health by Eugene Nameche in 1957 - 1958.

Information was obtained

from a stratified random sample of 100 protestant clergy in Boston and
50 in San Francisco.
interview schedule.

These subjects were interviewed on a

74 item

The study attemped to aDswer six basic research

questions:
1.

How much counseling is being done in the churches?

2.

What types of problems are being encountered?

3.

What is the relation of a minister's theological position
to his counseling activities?

4. What effect does training in psychology and counseling have
on a minister's later work as a counselor?

5.

To what extent are ministers active in their community�s
mental health programs?

6. What are the Hlost immediate needs in programs for training
pastoral counselors?
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An eight variable matrix was developed to measure and rel�te
underlying factors across the six questions.
The value of the Nameche study lies in the fact it is the first
attempt to define systematically the parameters of counseling as it
is done by the clergy.

Measures of counseling activities such as the

average amount of time spent in counseling per week, comparison of
amount of time spent in counc:eling to other clerical duties, and the
number of additional hours per week that clergy could use for counseling
are all questions originating with Narneche.
Though this study was conducted in the late 1950's, it still
remains one of the most comprehensive pieces of descriptive research
that exist on clergy's counseling practices.

The study is unique in

that it contains a parallel study on the counseling activities of clergy
from the perspec�ive of the counselee.

Thouish this segment of the

study met with difficulty (a large number of clergy would not allow the
interviewing of their counselees), the study points out some important
differences betwee� the clergy's perception of their counseling activities
and the counselee's perception.
A second st1J.dy that shed some light on the counseling activities
of parish clergy was conducted by McCann (1962).

McCann's book, entitled

The Churches 2nd Mental Health, was the eighth monograph in a series of
ten sponsored by the Joint Commission on Mental Illness and Mental Health.
These monographs were part of the commission's effort to accumulate
information about mental health practices in the United States and to
make recommendations concerning them.
McCann's book includes a chapter on a nationwide study he conducted
by mail, entitled "Self Observation of Cergy in the Mental Health Endeavor".
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The study's sample of 166 clergymen was generated by asking state and
city councils of churches throughout the United States to submit lists
of names of their local clergy, some.with experience in counseling and
others without.

During the first phase of the study, clergy were asked

to list what they believed were the most important questions that could
be asked concerning the church and mental health.

From these lists five

research questions were selected and all the respondents were asked to
submit written responses to these.

The five research questions used were:

1.

What aspects of your ministry do you consider most s:gnificant
in contributing to the emotional and spiritual growth of the
people you serve?

2.

What are some of the obstacles that hinder your efforts to
help the members of your congregation to realize their poten
tial for spiritual growth?

3.

What do you consider the most difficult problem presented to
you by a counselee? I-That action did you t3.ke in regard to
this problem?

4.

Can you suggest some practical techniques or procedures that
you have found to be effective in counseling and that might
be of use to other clergymen?

5,

What courses in theological school do you think have been of
most value to you in your ministry? Are there any on .which you
now wish you had placed more emphasis?

I·'.; is obvious from the five questions that the topic of McCann 's
study was not confined specifically to the counseling activities of
parish clergy.

The purpose of the study was rather to examine the

broader topic of issues between religion and mental health.

Even so,

this study does contain a number of sections which include inforTiation
about clergy's counseling practices.

A section on criteria used by

clerg,J to recognize parishioners problems, and another on the clergy's
methods of counseling, are relevant topics found only in this study.
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One problem with the McCann stud; is that his sample does not
represent a random cross-section of the Uni tee. States.

In spite of

the request to include clergy with varying amounts of counseling
experience, his sample was heavily weighted towards the most active
and knowledgeable clergy.

However, his study did not purport to be a

descriptive analysis of the counselin� activity of clergy-, but rather
Mccann had hoped only to generate information and isolate the key
issues between religion and mental health as the members of the clergy
see them.
Mccann devotes a great deal of the discussion of his results to
,:hat he believes is a central difficulty in the counseling being done
by clergy,

the issue of commun::.cation barriers.

These are defined as

the maj�r obstacles to effective counseling, erected by the attitudes
and perceptions of the clergy and those that they counsel.

The causes

of these conununication barriers are sources such as moral law, clergy's
a.rc.bivalance about the efficacy of their religion as a resource for the
emotionally disturbed, and the clergy's hesitancy to refer parishioners
to psychiatrists.
Richard Larson, a sociologist, is the author of a number of researcn
articles on the co1.:.nseling practices of parish clergy.

In 1963, Larson

mailed a questionnaire to a group of New England clergy and obtained
422 useable questionnaires.

Later, in 1965, he mailed a si·1ilar version

of his questionnaire (adding one new set of questions) to a group of
clergy in the West South Central states, clergy who are considered. to be
part of the so-called conservative "Bible Belt".
excess of 1,800 usable responses.

Here, he obtained in
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Larson's two studies are of interest not only because of the
large samples involved, but �lso because of the sophistication of the
research instrument us2d.

It was twelve pages in length, containing

background questions, five attitudinal Likert-type scales, and six
hypothetical case histories.

The data collected in these two mailings

have been the basis of four journal articles by Larson on different
aspects of clergy's self-perception of their role in the community
referral system; the second (1965a) was about the attitudes clergy have
towards psychiatry; the third (1965b) concerns the clergy's attitudes
about the nature and cause of mental illness; and the fourth article
( 1967) was on the denominational variation in cle.rgy's attitudes concer
ning mental health.
Unlike earlier studies, Larson's work goes beyond descriptive
analysis of the clergy's counseling activities in an effort to isolate
key variables and test some initial hypotheses.

Much of Larson's work

concentrates on the variable of denominational differences.

His work

has been responsible for generating a number of hypotheses a�out the
relationship of denomination to many counseling practices.

For example,

his data suggest a process of selective recruitment of clergy takes
place among different denominations on the basis of varying attitudes
on the issue of manta.l health, or that clergy of different denominations
have differing attitudes on making psychological referrals, which in some
cases readily interfere with the process.
The final study to be reviewed is one conducted by Stump, Net,seth,
and Bilyeu (1967).

This is an UJ;lpublished, five-county study conducted

in southwestern lower Michigan by the members of the Kalamazoo Consul
tation Center.

The Consultation Center is an outpatient facili�y whose
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primary function is direct service delivery.

However, one special

function is to conduct mental health consultation with local clergy.
The authors conducted a five county infonnational survey about the
involvement of the clergy in mental health.

They believed the results

of their study would aid them in the expansion and development of the
consultation service they offered to the clergy in Kalamazoo.
The Center's study was interested in the following five research
questions:
1.

Discovering who the clergy of these five counties are.

2.

The extent to which they are involved in formal and
informal mental health processes.

3,

The nature and extent of their mental health training.

4.

Their awareness of existing community mental health agencies.

5.

The extent to which these clergy use the agencies.

The research instrument was a three page, 25 item questionnaire.
It was mailed to the clergy of the five county area during August of
1967.

The study reported a 29% return rate, and obtained 158 usable

questionnaires on which the results were based.
The purpose of the Consultation Center's study was more applied
in nature than the studies previously reviewed.

Though the a�thors

never undertook an. in-depth analysis of the data which their questionnaire
generated, the study is a good example of a concise information-oriented
survey, whose purpose was to assess the counseling activities of a
specific group of local clergy.

Also, it is encouraging to note that

the survey's findings had a direct effect on the service being made
available to local clergy.
The purpose of the present research is to gather empirical data
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about the coilllseling practices of parish clergy.

In this study, the

author utilized a "descriptive research design" (Issac & Michael, 1971),
in which detailed information on the phenomena of interest is syst2matically collected.

Goals of the study are achieved. by the use of

descriptive analysis techniques, rather than the manipulation of experi...:
mental variables.

The purpose of the research is to report how pe.rish

clergy are performi,g counseling.

The study is neither a test of hypo

theses nor an explanation of the relationships between variables.
The author believes a descriptive study of the colLnseling activities of parish clergy is advantageous at this time because most of the
published knowledge about this type of counseling is dated by a decade
or more.

Dur-ing the past decade there has been an increasing in activity

in the mental health field, and with the. advent of such factors as the
Community Mental Health Act of 1963, clergy have been a prim2 target
group for an extended definition of mental health.

What has been the

effect of this pressure on the nature of such a traditional role? At
three-fourths of the way through the 20th century, what are community
helpers like the clergy doing to meet the increasing dema.'1d for counseline;
service?

The perspective of this study is the clergy's understanding of

their counseling role and their self-perception in the counseling function.
The following research questions are examined:
1.

How much counseling is done by parish clergy?

2.

What is the relationship of their counseling role
to other aspects of their ministry?

3.

From what perspective do clergy view their counseling?

4,

What ty�e of problems do the clergy encounter/
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5.

What methods do the clergy use in counseling?

6. What use do the clergy make of referral sources?
7.

What involvement do the clergy hav� with mental health
in their community?

METHOD
A mailed questionnaire was the instrument used in this study for
data collection.

The questionnaire was developed by the author from a

pool of original questions and questions adapted from earlier studies
in this area.
The final form of the research questionnaire consisted of 20 itelcls
and was 6 pages in length.

The questions were designed so as to cini

mize data evaluation and to facilitate easy answering of the question
naire.

Most questions could be answered by a short written response

an.d many simply by placing a check mark next to the chosen a.11swer.
See Appendix #1 for a sample of the questionnaire used in this study.
Mailing of the questionnaire took place during the months of J1me
ru1d July, 1976.

Distribution p�ocedure followed the methods developed

by Robin (1965) and Glock and Stark (1966) for securing returns �rem
mailed questionnaires.

The particular system used in thd.s study involved

making contact with each sample subject a maximwn. of four times.
First, prior to the mailing of the actual questionnaire itself,
a pre-questionnaire letter was mailed to all potential subjects of the
study.

The pre-questionnaire was -.rritten by Dr. Walter Stump, Director

of the Kalamazoo Consultation Center.

Dr. Stum� is an ordained minister

and therefore represents a figure of respected authority to local clergy.
The letter was written on the Center's letterhead and the purpose was
to inform the subjects that they had been chosen to participate in this
research.

This pre-questionnaire letter stated that in a week's time

each subject would receive a questionnaire in the mail; also, it'. con19
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tained a brief expla11ation of the research and its purpose.

See

Appendix #2 for a s.ample of the pre-questionnaire letter.
The second contact with the subjects consisted of a new cover
letter, a copy of the questionnaire, a postcard, and a self-addressed
stamped envelope.

The cover letter was written by the author of this

study; it reminded the subject of the previous letter he should have
received from Dr. Stump, and it restated the purpose of the study.
sa�ple of the cover letter may be seen in Appendix #3.

A

The question

naire provided was to be filled out by the subject and returned in
the prepaid envelope provided.
names to the questionnaires.

Subjects were asked not to sign their
Instead, they were requsted to sign

and return separately from the questionnaire the postcard.

A returned

postcard was an acknowledgement that a subject had completed and mailed
his qciestionnai re.

The purpose of including the postcard was to keep

the completing of the questionnaire anonymous, and yet allow the
researcher a means of keeping track of which subjects had completed and
returned a questionnaire.

Although it was possible to credit a clergy

man with participation in the study by his having mailed back the post
card whild discarding the questionnaire, this did not occur.

The num

ber of postcards did, however, always lag behind the number of question
naires returned.

In the final tally there was one more questionnaire

than postcard.
The third contact with the subjects was made 14 days after the
mailing of the questionnaire.

This was a mailing to all subjects who

failed to return the first copy of the questionnaire.

This third con

tact was identical to the second, except it contained a follow-up
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letter instead of a cover letter.

The follow-up letter stressed the

necessity of obtaining a response from all the subjects in the study.
It stated that a second copy of the questionnaire vas enclosed
case you have misplace the first sent to you".

I! .

in

The follow-up letter

also urged the return of the questionnaire before the deadline of the
study.

A sample of the follow-up letter may be seen in Appendix #4.

The final contact with subjects was made by telephone.

Three

attempts at phone contact were made with all subjects who still failed
to have returned a_completed questionnaire after the two previous
mailings.

During a brief phone conversation the researcher identified

himself, saying that "he realized that clergy were busy this time of
the year", and politely asked if the subject could return the questionnaire.
A determination was made of those subjects who had either moved
or were on sab8atical for the summer.

If the problem experienced in

this study is typical, sumrr�r is a difficult time of the year for
locating clergy.

A significant number of the clergy in the local

churches are in transition.

Some are moving to new parishes and others

are participating in special su..l'Ilfiler programs.

Thirteen :percent of the

study's sample were identified as falling in this category.
The subjects of this study were all the clergymen of the 79
churches determined by address to be inside the city limits of Kalama
zoo ,Michigan.

The names and addresses of all persons in the sample were

obtained from a 1976 publication of the Kalamazoo Directory of Religious
Organizations Fellowship Centers and Leadership.

This is a com�rehen

sive listing of local religious organizations of the greater Kalamazoo
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area put out by the Office of Religious Activities of Western Michigan
University.

This publication was found to be more complete than the

phone directory as some churches cannot afford phone listings.
A total of 53 q_uestionnaires was obtained from the 102 mailed to
the clergy of the Kalamazoo parishes.

52% of the original mailing sample.

These cler
_ gymen represent some
Of those q_uestionnaires returned,

two claimed that they did not counsel and one filled out only the first
page of the q_uestionnaire and left all others blank.

The results of

this study are based on the 50 usable q_uestionnaires obtained.
Denomination as a variable was rank ordered along a continuum of
liberal to conservative.
Kelley (1962).

The particular gradient used was developed by

His rating scale is a highly discriminate system that

examines the goals, controls, and commi ttment of a religious organi-
zation in terms of the variables of theological strictness and social
strengths.

In terms of the variable of theological strictness, for

example, the words that characterize a conservative church are "absol
utism", 'conformity", and "fanaticism", whereas, "relativism", ''diver.
sity", and "dialoe;ue" characterize a liberal one.

Different branches

of the same denomination maybe rated q_uite different.

The Lutheran

Church as a denomination is divided into the conservative branch,
Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod, and a liberal branch, the Lutheran
Church of America.
Table I shows a breakdown of the sample acc0rd:i.ng to denomination
and percentage of questionnaires they returned.

Denominationally, the

city of Kalamazoo has a larger number of biblically conservative
churches than liberal ones.

However, in terms of representation in
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Table I
Percentage of Questionnaires Returned by Denomination

DENOMINATION

Nazerene
Assembly of God
Disciples of Christ
Missionary
Orthodox
Unity
Catholic
Reformed
Lutheran
United Presbyterian
Episcopal
Free Methodis-':
Inter-Denominational
Christian Reformed
United Methodist
Pentecostal
United Church of
Christ
Baptist
African Methodist
Episcopal
Christian Science
Church of God
Church of God in
Christ
Community
Seventh D&.y Adventist
Wesleyai.,

:NlJMEER
SENT

P1'RCENT
RETURNED

2
1
1
1
1
1
12
12

100
100
100
100
100
100
83
83
75
75

4
4

3
2
2

11

66

50
50

45

8
3

4

37
33
25

13
2

15
0

2
2
8

0

1
1
1

0

0
0
0
0
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in this sample, liberal and conservative denominations are about
equally represented,

Table II is a test of independence between lib

eral and conservative denominations on response rate.
value of the chi squate is 7. 87, at df
the . 01 level.

=

The caJ cuJ.ated

1, this is significant at

It can be concluded that response rate between liberal.

and conservative groups is different.

From the ezpecte� frequencies

listed in the table, it can be seen that the clergy of a liberal denom
ination were more a:pt to respond to the survey and that the lower res
ponse rates came from denominations which are more fundamental_ in
nature.

A tendency for fundamentalist sects not to respond to mailed

questionnaires has been noted elsewhere (Sandler, 1964).
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Table II
Test of Independence of Liberal - Conservative Denomination
by Number of Questionnaires Returned

Response

26

13

(19.12)

(19.88)

24

39

(30.88)

(32.12)

50

5,2

Liberal

Conservative

-----

=

(

chi square

=

df = 1

**

No Response

102 ( 26
39

X

63

39

63

102

expected cell frequency

X

39 - 13 - 24)) 2

X

50

X

52

.05/.01 = 3.84/6.64

significance at . OJ. level

=

7.87

**

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I.

How Much Counseling Is Being Done?
A definition of "counseling" was given in the questionnaire to

establish a basis from which questions about the clergy's counseling
practices could be answered by the sample subjects.

The definition

used in this study was:
"Any appointment initi:a,ted by the counselee in which the
counselee has the expectation of receiving help from you,
the clergyman (either psychological or religious)."
This definition was adapted from the definition of counseling
used by Nameche (1960).

The rationale behind this definition of coun

seling was to includ.e all situations in which clergy are looked to as
"helping agents" by people in need, rather that just those situations
that might be labelled by either party as formal counseling sessions.
It should be noted that this definition does not require that the con=
tent of a counseling session has to be psychologically oriented.

In

one sense, the above definition may even underestimate the amount of
counseling conducted by parish clerg-J, because it eliminates pastoral
calling as not being counseling.

Routine 9astoral calling by �embers

of the clergy, though not always specifically a counseling activity,
does involve the delivery

of cou -iseling -like assistance to those in

need.
To discover the importance of counseling activities to parisn
clergy, several indicators were used.

First,_the clergy were asked the

amount of tine they spent each week counseling. Figure III is a histo26

III.

Figure

A Histogram. of Amount of Time Clergy- Spend Counseling
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gram of th e amount of time clergy reported spending cou..".lseling each
In hours spent counseling the mean for the sample was 7.5 per

week.

clergyman.

Secondly, the subjects were asked how many requests they

received for counseling sessions.
number of requests reported.

Figure IV shows a histogram of the

Each clergyman receives an average of 5

requests per week.
Nameche (1960) using the same definition of counseling, found that
the average amount of time spent in counseling each week was 3.7 hours
for the winisters he studied.

Other studies reviewed in the introduction

that did not use the same definition as this study found few hours of
counseling per week per clerg_y:111.:·1.

The figure found in this study seems

to represent a significant increase in the amount of counseling done by
parish clergy.

In the city of Kalamazoo, the 50 subjects of this sample

reported reci-;ing a total of 540 requests for counseling each week and
spent an average of 750 hours per week helping those in need.

The present

day clergyman is devoting approximately twice as much time to counseling
as did his counterpart 10 years ago.
In Appendix V are two computer printouts of scatterplots of the num
ber of hours counseled each week and denomination ( ordinal-ranking of lib-
erai-conservative).

The scatterplots cover the same data.

In the secong

the outlying values have been removed to relieve the compression they
cause.

Inspection of the second scatterplot reveals a near zero correla

tion between these two variables.
is -0.08.

The computed correlation coefficient

It would appear from this that denomination is a poor predic

tion variable of the amount of counseling done; other variables must
determine this factor.

Figure

IV

A Histogram of Number of Requests 'for Counseling. Received Each Week
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Counseling As An Aspect Of One's Ministry
To find out hm1 counseling compared to other duties typically

performed by clergy, respondf'!nts were asked two questions originally
used by Nameche (1959),

They were asked to rank the following five

activities: 1) administrative duties, 2) sermon preparation and
preaching, 3) teaching, 4) pastoral calling and social activities,
and 5) counseling activities, first, in terms of the amount of time
spent in each activity during a week, 8nd second, in terms of the
relative importance of the activity to a clergyman's ministry.
The two dimensions on which the respondents were asked to rank
the five ectivities were thought to represent different indices from
which to gauge the value of these clerical duties.

The time consuined

in carrying o;_:t one's responsibilities may not correspond to that
activity's sign:i.ficance to one's ministry to God.
this is administrative duties.

A good example of

In the amount of time this acti vi.ty

takes during the ·r,;eek. administrative duties were rated second only
to sermon preparation and preaching.

However, in terms of significa.'1ce

to one's ministry-, it is least important.
Table V shows the results of this ranking by the respondents.
In the amount of tiP.1::: spent each .....-eek, counseling was ranked fourth of
the five activit:es,

Only �eaching required less time per week.

This

f.indir.g means that adm.inistrative duties, sermon preparation and preach
ing, and pastoral calling and social activities are all dlties which
demand more of a clergyman's time week::!..y than counseling.

In signifi

cance to one's ministr-f, sermon preparation and preaching, and pastoral
calling and sociaJ_ activities were rated higher on t:ie clergy's list of
priori ties tha11 was counseling.

In rating according to importance to
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Table V
Ranking of Different Ministerial Functions

Criterion I:

Amount of Time Spent in Each Week
Function

Rank

Sermon Preparation & Preaching

1

Administrative Duties

2

most

Pastoral Calling & Social
Activities
Counseling Activities

4

Teaching

5

-

Criterion II:

least

Importance to One's Ministry
Function

Rank

Sermon Preparation & Preaching

1

Pastoral Calling & Social
Activities

2

Counseling Activities

3

'l'eaching

4

Administrative Duties

5

most

least
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one's ministry, counseling did move to third place, while administra
tive duties fell from second place to last.

All the other activities

stayed in the same relative order.
There is no significant difference in the way counseling as a task
was ranked by liberal and conservative clergy.

Table VI is a contin

gency table of denomination by the ranking of a.11.ount of time spent in
counseling, Table VII

is one of importance of counseling.

Note that

the ranking of counseling by the sample on these two questions is not
u.-riiform.

Segments of the sample ranked the significance of counseling

in all five positions from its beine.; the most important activity to the
least.
It is surprising that when Nameche ( 1960) used this question, he
obtained the same results with respect to coru1seling's rating.

The only

difference between the ranking Nameche obtained and the ones obtained here
is that adrninistrative duties were rated highest in amount of time spent
in comparison to its being rated second in this study.

It would appear

that although clergy spend more time counseling than they did in the 1960s,
its relative importance as an activity in relation to other activities of
their ministry has stayed the same.
III How Do Clergy Perceive The Nature Of Their Counseling; Role?
Another indicator of the importance of counseling to clergy is how
they perceive their counseling role.

What a clergyma.-ri recognized as the

problem in the parishioners he counsels is intimately tied to the perspective he uses for his evaluation.

.A.n elementar-J question that must be

answered in any study about the counsling practices of clergy is from what

TABLE VI
Contingency Table of Denominatf0n by Ranking of Counseling
as an Activity in Terms of Time Spent in each Week

Time

s:::

0

(1 most to 5 least)

1

2

3

4

5

Conservative

4

6

4

5

4

23
(48.9%)

Liberal

0

7

5

6

6

24
(51. 1%)

•ri

�
s:::

·g0
s:::

i=l

4
(8.5%)
Chi Square

=

4.66

13
(27,7%)

9
(19.1%)

4 degrees of freedom
* 3 missing observations

11
(23.4%)

10
(21.3%)

Significance

=

0.32
w
w

TABLE VII
Contingency Table of Denomination by a Ranking of Counseling as as
Activity in Terms of Importance to One's Ministry

Importance ( 1 most to 5 least)

i::
0

•n

1

2

3

4

5

Conservative

4

4

9

2

5

Liberal

2

5

1

5

3

24
(52,7%)

•n
i::
(1)

6
( 13%)
Chi Square

=

�A73

9
(19.6%)

16
(34.8%)

4 degrees of freedom

*4 missing observations

7
(15.2%)

22

(47.8%)

8
(17.4%)

Significance

=

0.62
w

_j::-'
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perspective to the clergy counsel?

Do clergy counsel strictly from

a religious frame of reference or is there some recognition on their
part of a psychological component to their counseling?

Counseling from a

a religious perspective would seem to be compatible with the clergy's
theological commitment to life.

However, the word "counseling". though

it denotes "giving professional guidance to individuals", connotes the
use of psychological methods.
McCann { 1962) wrote about the clergy's counseling perspective:
"Among the clergy there seems to be two dominant frames
of reference for lookinr: at the same problem, namely,
the theological and the psychologicaJ ...Where a solely
theological approach to understanding parishioner's
counseling proble!:!s is <?mployed, there may oe consider
able difficulty in makir:g any of the clinical observa
tions necessary for effective counseling." (p.187)
Attempting to answer the question of the value of one cou:1seling
perspective over another will not oe atterrr;)ted here.

What wi.11 be

descrioed is the counseling perspective that the clergy themselves
believe they use.

The author believes that an answer to the complex

question of whether one counseling perspective biases of "blinds the
counselor more than another is not answered as simply as Mccann has
asserted.
In this light the respondents were asked to identify the orienta
tion

of their counseling along the continuum of theological to psycho

logical.

As a whole group a response trend is quite evi�ent,

10% felt

they counseled exclusively from a religious perspective, compared with
none of the sample who claimed they counseled purely from a psychological
perspective.

Most, some 90% of the sample, stated that their counseling

involved a mixture of the two perspectives.

Furthermore, 70% said this

mixture involved a combination of both religious s.nd p�ychological
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elements, but was more religious in nature than psychological.

The

strength of religion in the counseling of this group of clergy is
quite clear.
As a variable the perceived nature of their counseling role
does successfully discriminate between liberal and conservative de
nominations.

Table VIII is a printout of a contingency table

showing a joint distribution of the sample according to the classi
fication variables of denomination ( liberal and conservative) and the
nature of the counseling task.
three degrees of freedom,

The calculated Chi-square is 10.4 for

This is significant at the .05 level.

Clergymen of conservative denominations are much more convinced of the
religious nature of their counseling.

Liberal clergymen, on the other

hand, are more apt to include some belief about a psychological com
ponent to their couseling.
In attempting to a..�swer the same question, McCann (1962) found that
a majority

(2/3 of his sample) described themselves as employing exclu

sively psychological methods in their counseling.

A combined perspective

which Mccrum calls "theo-psychological" was employed by less than one
third, and one-thirteenth used a purely theological perspective.

It must

be remembered that McCann' s sample cannot be considered a random sample,
but in fact is biased in the direction of those with more counseling
experience.

However, a tentative conclusion could be that clergy of the

seventies, at least in Kalamazoo, are becoming more aware of the theologi
cal nature of their counseling.
IV

TyPes Of Problems Encountered
Still another indicator of the nature of counseling performed by the

'l'ABLE VI II
·Contingency Table of Denomination by
the Perceivec1 Nature of their Counseling Role
Nature of Counseling Role**

A
0

•ri

1tl

1

2

3

4

Conservative

5

0

17

2

24
(49%)

Liberal

0

0

16

9

25
(51%)

·g0
A
QJ
i:=i

5
(19.2%)
Chi Square

**

=

9,49

Nature of Counseling Role:

0
(0%)

3 degrees of freedom
* 1 missing observation

33
(67.3%)

11

(22.4%)

Significance

=

0.0088

1 - Religious, 2 - Psychological, 3 - Both, but more religious,
4 - Both, but more psychological
w

---l
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clergy is the kind of problems they encounter.
employed.

Two questions were

The first was a straight forward question which asked the

respondents to give their estir:.ation of the number of counseling cases
they had seen in the last year that dealt with certain problem areas.
Nine general problem areas were listed in alphbetical order: 1) aging,
2) alcoholism/drug abuse, 3) f.inancial, 4) general information seeking,
5) grief, 6) marital and family problems, 7) psychological distress,
8) theological (spiritual), and 9) youth behavior.

Table IX shows a

breakdown of the number of cases seen in these problem areas.
Five of the nine problems areas accumulatively accounted for
of the counseling cases seen by local clergy.

75%

These five problem areas

are in order of decreasing prevalence of cases: 1) marital and family
problem2, 2) general information seeking, 3) theological, 4) youth behav
ior, c.:nd 5) psychological distress.
account for only

Each of the remaining four areas

5-7% of cases seen. Only 13% of the problems brought

to clergy pertain to theological questions.

By far the most common

problem which clergy counsel is marital and family problems.
lem area composes roughly
counselors.
about

This prob

26% of all the problems brought to clergy as

Problems relating to youth behavior were rated as composing

12% of the total problems encounte�ed.

If the definition of family

problems is expanded to include youth problems, family problems would
then assume a little less than 40% of all problems brought to the clergy
as counselors.

This study' s sample of 49 clergymen reported handling

1477 cases of family and marital conflicts last year.

This means, tpat

on the average, each clergyman helps some 39 families in the Kalamazoo
area every year.
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Table IX
Breakdown of the Humber of Cases Seen in
Different Problem Areas

Problem Area

Marital & Family
Problems

Number of
Cases Reported

Percentage
of Total

1026

26

General Information
Seeking

626

16·

Theological

510

13

Youth Behavior

464

12

PsychologicaJ Distress

333

9

Grief

311

8

Alcoholism/Drug Abuse

280

7

Financial

193

5

Aging

17 8

4

3921

100
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The clergy of this sample identified relatively few, only about 9%
of their counseling cases as based on psychological distress.

In com

parison, the use of clergy as a general information source occurs at
about twice this frequency.

It would seem that to the clergy of Kalama

zoo, the presence of manifest psychological problems is not a main prob
lem area fer them as counselors.
In Appendix VI are scatterplo�s of theological problems and denom
ina.tic,n.

In Appendix VII are scatterplots of the psychological problems

reported and the denomination.

In the second plot in each of these appen

dices the extremely variant values were deleted
sion in scaling they caused.

because of the compres

Though the statistic (F) calculated on this

data is not significant, the two plots suggest different relationships.
Using the correlation coefficient as a general indicator of degree of rela-
tionship, the number of theological problems counseled does not seem to
show any relationship to the variable of denomination.
correlation coefficient is

.06.

The computed

The number of psychological problems,

however, does seem to be weakly positively related to denomination.
correlation coefficient fer psychological problems is .295.

The

The number of

psychological cases counseled does suggest some relationship to increase
with more lib�ra:i. denomination�.
The earlier studies in this area of clergy and counseling support the
trends reported above as to the kinds of problems the clergy handle as
counselors.

The dominance of marital and farn.i.ly problems as a type of

counseling problem encountered by the clergy is a common theme in the lit
erat1.1re.

Na.meche ( 1960) states th3.t t:ie clergy he interviewed felt the

most comfort11ble as counselors of marital and family problems, and the
least comfort':3.ble with psychological problems.

The valuable role
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that clergy can play in the community as family and marital counselors
has been recognized and written about by many other authors.

Wauck (1966)

concluded that with the increasing incidence in the divorce rate, clergy
can play an important function in helping the troubled marriages of the
community before divorce occurs,

Bower (1963), in an article which pre

sents a conceptual framework for the primary prevention of mental illness,
blocks out marital counseling as an area for which the clergy of a com
munity should be responsible.
In a second question concerning the problems clergy encounter in
counseling, the respondents were asked to rate the frequency with which
21 specific problem statements were the main reason people sought coun
seling from them.

These 21 statements covered a wide range of symptoms

which are often encountered in counseling.

It was hoped that these

statements might be able to provide more specific information as to the
reason why people turn to clergy for help.

The five problem statements

that were rated by the sample as the most common reasons people sought
counseling along with the five statements least often encountered are
listed in Table X,
The 21 statements were used because collectively they represent a
classification system of counseling problems.

'l'he classification system

is a modified form of the one used by Kadushin (1969) to categorize the
problems of applicants to psychiatric clin:ics.

Kadushin found that this

system could suitably differentiate the reasons why applicants choose a
specific type of clinic.
Any system of classifying problems makes assumptions as to the rea
sons for and the cause of the behavior that it attempts to classify.
classification s�heme used in this study is an alternative to the one

The
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Table X
Most Common and Least Common Reasons Given
in Seeking of Counseling

Five Most Common Reasons
Reason

Rank

Feeling Anxious

1

Feeling Generally Unhappy

2

Cannot Get Along with Spouse

3

Questions of Spiritual Life

4

Feelings of Guilt

5

Five Least Comrnon Reasons
Reason

Rank

Complaints of Headaches

1

Homosexuality

2

Frigidity or Impotence

3

Feeling Physically Ill

4

Drug Addiction

5

endorsed by the American Psychological Association.

The latter system

uses terminology foreign to most clergymen and has meaning only within
a clinical frame�ork.
The classification system in this study separated problem types
according to that area of life in which the main conflict lies: 1) bio
logical, 2) psychological, 3) social, and 4) religious.

Each of the

major spheres is also subdivided into two or three categories for further
focus of a problem.

Each separate problem category has two or more

problem statements from the list of twentyone.

In using this classifi

cation system comparison will be made as to the life area in which the
majority of problems encountered by the clergy lie.

A brief description

of each major life sphere and its sub- categories follows.
Problems in the biological sphere are those for which the counselee
seeks professional help because of physical problems.
have a definite manifestation in the body.

These problems

This sphere is subdivided into

the categories of physical symptoms, drugs and alcohol addiction, and
sexual difficulties.

Obviously, a value judgement is being made that

biological problems can be caused by psychological factors.

It is a well

accepted principle of psychology that psychological states, such as anxiety,
can cause physical symptoms.

The reason why a problem would be categorized

in the biological sphere in spite of its origin is that the counselee seeks
help for a physical ailment.

Kadushin (1969) believes that pure biological

ailments must come to "interfere with a person's fulfillment of his social
duties" before most people will consult a professional about it.

Thus,

Kadushin includes such problems as drug addiction or sexual difficulties in
the biological sphere.

Both of these problems have physical components and

interfere with effective social functioning.
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The next _sphere, the psychological one, involves problems where the
difficulty lies in a person's affect.

Emotional difficulties are often

very diffuse and difficult for a person afflicted to connect their exper
Emotional problems can be manifest and two

ience with a specific cause.

levels, so the psychological sphere is subdivided into two categories,
problems at the cognitive level and at the level of affect.

Emotional

problems can result in the disruption of cognitive orientation and other
thought processes.

Cognitive problems are often manifested by complaints

of having difficulty concentrating or the inability to think clearly.
Affective difficulties are problems in level of emotional energy.

A per

son may have too little emotional investment and feel depressed or have
too much emotional energy and feel anxious.

In contrast to the biological

problems, counselees with psychological problems seek counseling for feel
ings of general unhappiness, ar1xiety, tension, or nervousness.
The next major sphere has to do with social adjustment.

Problems

in the social sphere involve the inability of the counselee to cope with
others in his environment.

Problems in the social sphere are divided by

the focus of the complaint or the difficulty.

Categories under this

s·phere are problems with primary group individuals, occupational difficul
ties

8Jld general. interpersonal difficulties.

Primary group problems

involve the mention of difficulties with the troubled individual's spouse,
children, close friends, or relatives.

Job dissatisfaction or inability

to get ones · work done are examples of the protlem t,2ing in the occupational
realm.

General interpersonal problems are social problems which have less

specific areas of difficulty.

These are often deficits in particular

modes of interpe�sonal behavior� and are manifested by complaints like

inability to talk to others or the losing of ones temper frequently.
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The final major sphere was not used by Kadushin, but was added to
this study

to help in the investigation of the kinds of problems brought

to clergy.

The bas:i c difficulty in this sphere has to do with conflicts

felt about one's devotion to a God or another supranatural force.

This

sphere was subdivided into two categories, one of_ spiritual problems and
the other of questions of one's value system.

Spiritual problems are

difficulties which arise out of discord between what one does

and eccles

iastical custom, e.g. a parishioner may feel he has sinned or experienced
guilt for his actions.
beliefs.

The second category involves one's own system of

Faith in a particular theological doctrine usually influences

the values one has.

A parishjoner may elect to change what he believes

rather than change his actions.
If the above classification syster.t is used as a means to group the
21 individ:L,'3.1 problem statements, the sphere from which most problems
co!ne can be located.

For each of the main spheres and for all the sep

a.:rate categories, a mean frequency was calculated. The psychological
sphere received the highest rating of all four spheres.

Within the

psychological sphere, the category of cathartic problems accounted for
this high rating.

Rarely, it seems, are problems of cognitive orientation

brcmght to clergy.

Affective problems, such as feeling unhappy, anxious,

or guilt were all rated as main reasons people sought counseling from
clergy.

It is a contradiction in the author's mind, that the problems of

an affective nature received a high rating, yet the nu.r::iber of cases of
psychological distress reported counseled was quite low.

One solution to

this apparent contradiction could be that the clergy may counsel many
individuals with problems of an affective nature, yet the clergy may not
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interpret these difficulties as of a psychological nature.
gious sphere also received a high rating.
noted in this sphere.

The reli

Ho category differences were

Both sulrcategories were equally likely reasons

why people sought c01mseling.
The sphere of social problems obtained an overall low rating ex
cept for one category.

The category was primary group problems.

How-

ever, primary group problems obtained a high rating, mainly because
the problem statement, "can't get along with spouse" received such a
very high rating.

This finding would suggest the strength of the pre

viously reported finding of clergy as marital and family counselors.
Finally, problems framed in biological terms are not frequently cited
as a reason to seek counseling from the clergy.
As the reader may have already discerned, the problem statements
·,,ere grouped so that each main sphere has a socially-approved professional
helping agent who is designated to treat an individual with a prob.lem
in this sphere.

The traditional helping source for biological problems

is the medical profession.

A person experiencing a physical ailment is

expected to seek help from such professionals as family physicians.
Psychological problems are treated by the mental health profession .and
religious problens are the property of the clergyman.

SociaJ. problems

are difficulties that have a much less clear help source.

The help-giver

for a problem in this sphere is much more dependent on the nature of the
difficulty and how it is defined.

For example, a social problem like

inability to get along with ones spouse may be taken to a lawyer to obtain
a legal divorce.

Using this breakdown of the spheres and different profes

sional groups who are responsible for each, the clergy of Kalamazoo seem
to have li:ttle contact with the type of problem brought to family physicians,

but considerable overlap with problems similar tro those treated by
mental health professionals.
V

Methods Used In Counseling
To investigate the actual practices that clergy use to deal with

the problems which are brought to them to counsel, a series of two ques
tions were asked.

The first question asked was purposely left open--ended

to allow the clergy to structure their answeres according to their own
experience as counselors.

This was the only question in the questionnaire

that involved writing an answer in a short paragraph form.

This question

asked clergy "In counseling emotional problems would you suggest some
techniques or methods that you found effective that other clergy might
be able to use

11•

Surprisingly, 50% of the respondents left this question blank.

The

author believes that the tendency to leave this q_uestion unanswered re
sulted from a number of factors.
itself was worded.

The first factor is how the question

The average clergyman may not feel that the methods

he employs in counseling are particularly worthy of being recommended to
other clergymen.

This first fac:tor is supported by a number of respon

dents who wrote they did nothi::g original or that they had no comment.
A second factor might have been the basic difficulty that any counselor
has in discribing what he does in counseling.

The clergymen who answered

the q�estionnaire mey have felt that they do not use any methods or tech
niques in their counseling.

Evidence for this factor can be found in the

answers of those clergy whose answers are quite vague and elusive in the
methods that they suggest.

Some 16% gave an -answer that could be categor

ized as a counseling attitude rather than a method or technique.

These
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individuals suggested an attitude that would be us.eful for a counselor
to have in attempting to counsel.

Samples of such responses are: "be

supportive", "have patience", or "be honest".

A third factor may be that

the respondents did not wish to take the time to write out a response
to an open-ended question.

The questionnaire was lengthy and skipping

a question may have been a way for some of the respondents to shorten
the time required to complete it.
The 50% of the sample who did give a response to this question on
counseling methods was subdivided.

The results obtained from this analysis

may not be representative of the sample as a whole, because of t·:ie large
number of subjects who did not answ.:r the question.

Of those clergymen

who did give an answer, a fourth wrote responses that suggest counseling

methods that are derived from a theological counseling framework.

Roughly

another fourth suggest methods that could be described as being represen
tative of a psychological perspective.

The remaining half suggest methods

that could be considered a combination of both a theological and psycholog
ical framework.
A common ther:1e in the suggestions of clergy of different counseling
perspectives was the idea of "listening sympathetically". Listening and
understanding what the counselee is feeling seems to be an important in
gredient to the procedure certain clergy use in counseling.

Likewise,

"acceptance" was also a common theme mentioned by the subjects.

Nameche

(1960), in a parallel study of the counselees who had gone. to ministers
for counseling, found that tese individuals did not have high expectations
of recieving "professional help", but did in general expect concern, sym
pathy, and understanding.

Clergy seem to be appreciated as counselors for

their ability and willingness to offer empathy and understanding to the
emotionally troubled.
Many of those who are classified as counseling from a purely psycho
logical perspective gave the name of a particular school or theory of how
to counsel or do psychctherapy.

For example, one clergyman wrote, "I find

transactional analysis extremely helpful".

Comparea to the total sample

size, the number of clergy who have training in an extablished psycho
therapeutic approach are in the minority.

This finding may be represen

tative of a trend in the total population of clergy who work in the parishE::s
of Kalamazoo.
Among those clergymen who were classified as operating within a purely
theological counseling framework, their answers stressed the concept of
giving the counselee advice, and their counseling seemed to be more
answer-oriented. 'l'his tendency is reflected in the following excerpt,
" ...try to disc1.:ss the problem with the client picking out the points
anc. determining a.--i effective course of action."

Gurin et al ( 1960),

in a comparison of the methods used by different professional help-sources
noteQ tbat clergy were often mentioned for their ability and willingness
to give advice.

Many of the theological counseling clergy stated that

they ree;ul2.:r.ly advised their counselees as to a ptogram of devotional
activi.ty to be carried out.

One respondent wrote, "prescribe some reg

ular pattern of both private devotion and corporate involvement in the
life of the parish and/or community."

Finally, some of these clergy

stated the conviction that having faith in God and following what is said
in the Bible is enough to handle most problems encounted in living.

Along

this line cne respondent wrote, "...after hearing the problem, find a
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suitable answer in the Bible to the problem, we are no different than
the first human beings."
The second question employed in this series about counseling method:=:;
was one designed to inquire directly about the involvement of religious
material in the counseling of emotional problems.

It was included in

the questionnaire because Nameche (1960) had found in the cases of the
counselees that he studied that in exactly half of these cases some
explicit religious material arose in the course of the counseling sessions.
This material usually took the form of prayer or talk of God and faith.
Table XI

shows the respori.dent answers to this second question.

In the present sample, 90% indicated that they employed som1:: religious
material in the course of counseling parishioners with emotional problems.
Fu-rthermore, 70% labeled the frequency of this as sometimes, 20% labeled
it as aJ.vays or a ma.tter of course.
j ated

Four of the eight religiously a:ffil

practices offered as examples in a second part of this question

were rated by the subjects as being practiced common to quite frequently
by a majority of the clergy.

From the high percentage of the san:ple

answering affiroatively, clergymen as a group seem to make use of a num
ber of religious practices quite f-re(}_uently in their cmi.-r1seling.

The use

of prayer �s a counseling tool to help the emotic�ally troubled is high.
This practice is followed closely ir.. popularity by the utilization of the
Bible as a counseling instrument.
Further analysis of the data, however, found no significant denomina
tional differences in the sample in terms of their pattern of use of
religious practices.

Table XII

shows contingency tables fo:i;- four of the

eight religious practices broken down by liberal and con3ervatice denom-
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Table XI
Religious Practices Used in Counseling of Emotional Problems

I.

*
II.

When Counseling Emotional Problems:
Alte:rnatives

N*

Percent

A.

I always employ religious means

10

21

B.

I sometimes employ religious means

34

71

C.

I

3

6

D.

I do not .counsel emotional problems

1

2

do not use religious means

2 observations missing

--

If A or B above were chosen:
Religious Practices

Percent Responding
Frequent to
Common

Rare to
Never

7

93

Ask for confession of sins

52

48

C.

Read biblical passages

63

37

D.

74

26

E.

Ask counselee to read Bible
at home
Perform religious ritual

21

79

F.

Pray during session

79

21

G.

Ask counselee to pray at home

86

14

H.

Offer conversion through
God/Christ

57

43

A.

Exorcism

B.

52
Table XII
Contingency Tables:
I.

Denomination by Religious Practices

Ask for Confession of Sin

Conservative

Liberal

Frequent
to
Cormnon

Rare
to
Never

11

9

8

14

19
(45.2%)
Chi square

II.

=

0.8.2

20
(47.6%)
22

(52.4%)

23

(54.8%)

1 degree of freedom
significance
* 8 sample subjects not included

=

0.367

Read Biblical Passages
Frequent
to
Common

Rare
to
Never

Conservative

15

4

Liberal

12

12

27

(62.8%)
Chi square

=

2.665

19
(44.2%)
24

(55.8%)

16

(37.3%)

1 degree of freedom
significance
* 7 sample subjects not included

=

0.102
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Table XII

III.

(continued)

Pray During Session
Frequent
to
Common
Conservative

15

5

20
(45.5%)

Liberal

20

4

24
(54.5%)

35
(75.9%)
Chi square = 0.094

IV.

Rare
to
Never

l degree of freedom

(20.5%)
significance = 0.758

* 6 sample subjects not included

Offer Conversion through God/Christ
Frequent
to
. .
Common

Rare
to
.
Never

Conservative

13

6

19
(45.2%)

Liberal

11

12

23
(54.8%)

24
(57.1%)
Chi square = 1.059

18
(42.9%)

1 degree of freedom significance = o. 303
8 sample subjects not 5.ncluded

ination.

None of the Chi squares were found significant.

The phenom-

enon of utilizing religious practices in counseling emotional problems
seems to be quite a universal practice showing no distinct denominational
lines.
VI

The Use Of Referrals
To understand why people chose different help-sources for the same

problems,

Gurin

et al (1960) asked those who had consulted a professional

for help, wby they chose the particular source that they did.

Gurin's

results suggest that different help-sources in the community have dis
tinctly different pathvays.

The pathways to physicians or to the clergy

are rather direct, involving few referrals if any.

On the other hand,

psychiatrists or social agencies are much less knuwn by the public and
are usu,i.lly only reached by means of a referral.

A referral can take

me.ny forms: it can be an informal type as word of mouth from a family
member or a close friend, or it can be more formal and come only after
the individual has visited a clergyman or a physician.

Gurin stressed

the important potential clergymen as a group have as major "gatekeepers"
in the treatment process.

However, from their findings, referral rates

indicate that the commUJlity' s cJ.ergy rarely act as referral agents, but
rather perceive themselves in the role of direct service agent.
Stump

et al (1968) in their five countly study in southwestern Michi

gan found that the clergy referred about 12% of their requests for coun
seling to a variety of community resources, which included physicians,
social service agencies, and psychiatric clinics.

In the present study,

the 50 clergy in the sample reported referring 980 of the 4013 persons
who came to them for counseling last year to other professionals, agencies,

or resources in the community, for an overall referral rate of
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24%.

Thus, the typical clergyman referred approximately 20 individuals to
different community sources last year.

If the referral rate found in

this study is considered comparable to the one found by Stump, et al,
it would appear that the clergy in the City of Kalamazoo have become
more active referral agents.
The sovia.l service agency of the community received the highest
number of referrals made by clergy to any single source, receiving on
the average of 8 of the 20 people referred.

This finding points out the

type of problem the clergy encounter in their counseling practice.

The

combined total of f:)eople referred to social e.gencie·s and the number of
people referred to family physicians (the second highest non-mental
health oriented referral source) accou11ts for exactly half of all indi
viduals referred by clergy lasL yeaY.

'I'he heavy emphasis of non-mental

health referrals reflects the wide varie-;;y of the problems for which
clergy are consulted.
The Final Report of the Joint CawJUission on Mental Illness and
Health (1961) reported that clergy did not account for many of the refer
rals made to mental health agencies in the community.

This was start-

ling in view of the high percentage 0f troubled j�iividuals which chose
clerg'J as a helping-source.

The Commission estimated that only 1% to

8%

of the referrals to mental health clinics come from a community clergyman.
It is impossible to deter.;iine how this estimate would translate in terms of
the rate clergy stated they referred to mental health agencies.

Nameche

( 1959) found that in terms of an average clergyman he interviewed, clergy
men make a referral to a mental h�alth agency about 3 times in 3 years and
a referral to a private therapist only once in five years.
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The statistics obtained in this study are that referrals to mental
health resources of the community account for slightly less than 40%
of all referrals made,

The average clergyman referred between 5 and 6

persons to mental health agencies in Kalamazoo last year.

Private

psychiatrists/psychologists received 2 persons and state hospitals less
than one person a year.

If the results of this study are representative

of actual referral practices, these figures represent a significant in
crease in the practice of referrals by clergy to mental health sources.
However, this increase in referrals by clergy has not grown uniformly.
For example, 34% of the clergy sample indicated that they made not refer
rals last year to menta1 heal th agencies, and 43% made not to private
psychi9.trists/psychologists.

Though the results of this study seem to

fj_nd new ways to increase the number of referrals to mental health sources
within certain groups of clergy.
In Appendix VIII a.re plots of the number of cases reportedly referred
to mental health agencies by denomination of the subject.

The two plots

are of the same data but the second has the deviant values deleted.
F test calculated on the second plot is not significant.

The

The computed

correlation coefficient between denomination and number of cases referred
is O. 31.

Using this correlation coefficient as a general indicator of

tte degree of relationship between these two variables, the number of
referrals to mental health agencies does suggest a tendency to increase
with more liberal denominations.

A clergyman from a liberal denorr�nation

is apt to refer more parishioners to mental health sources than a conser
vative one.
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VII The Clergy's Involvement With Mental Health
A major premise of this study is that many of the community's troub
led will seek help from the clergy.
professional source consulted.

Also, clergy are apt to be the first

However, whether an individual in emo

tional distress is treated by the clergyman he has brought his problem
to or is referred to a mental health source is contingent on a number of
factors about the particular clergyman this individual has chosen to
consult.

At one level, it depends on the skills the clergy has, the kind

of problems the clergy feels confident in counseling, and the clergy's
ability to recognize the problems and determine their severity.
At another level, it depends on the clergy's attitudes.

What are his

concerns about the mental health matters of the community in which he
lives?

Does he have attitudes toward the mental health community that

allow him to be an active referral agent to the mental health system?
The attitudes and opinions of the clergy of Kalamazoo are an important
determinant of their general involvement with mental health affairs.
To ascertain

the attitudes of the clergy toward mental health, a

series of eight statements were developed by the author.

It was hoped that

these statements would tap into how the clergy perceived their participation
in the community's mental health affairs.
responses to this question.

Table XIII shows the sample's

The pattern of response on these items was

quite surprising in that 85% of the respondents answered six of the eight
questions in the same direction.

The author had hoped that these questions

would differentiate the subjects into distinct groups.

Instead, such a

strong trend in the data indicates that as a group the clergy back a similar
philosophical view of their involvement with mental health.

Table XIII
Clergy's Attitudes toward Community Mental Health
STATEMENTS

Agree

DIRECTION
Neutral

Disagree

7%

0%

93%

The opportunity for clergy to make a significant
contribution to mental health is available within
the structure of the church.

94%

2%

4%

I feel there is a general ineffectiveness of my theology
in helping parishioners with emotional problems.

11%

�11%

78%

The mental health of my parishioners is of concern to me,
but I do not feel adequately trained to provide help in
this area.

43%

11%

46%

The difficulty I have in counseling emotional problems
is that I feel personally ineffective in facing my par
ishioners emotional problems.

20%

14%

66%

Clergymen like myself are individuals in the cowmunity
who are often the professionals that are the first points
of contact for emotionally disturbed persons.

85%

2%

13%

In my ministry, I take some of the responsibility to ident
ify these emotionally disturbed people and help them.

87%

11%

2%

I also take some of the responsibi.lity to extend my i!1flu
ence as a clergyman and help these disturbed individuals
enter channels of mental health services.

91%

9%

0%

The mental health of my parishioners is not of
concern to me.

Vl
CX>
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The first statement was "The mental health of my parishioner is not
of concern to me 11 •

It might seem to many that this first statement is one

with which the clergy could not agree.

One must remember that the prireary

business of the church is theological rather than mental health oriented.
Mccann (1962) states that many clergymen forget that religion is not the
only aspect of an individual's life and that other factos of life may be
as important as one's religion.

In this sample 911% of the clergy di sagreed

or strongly disagreed with the first statement.
The second statement was "The opportunity for the clergy to make a
significant contribution to mental health is available within the struc
ture of the church".

Hulme (1974), in an article on the special oppor

tunity available to mental health consultants represented by the clergy,
reminds the reader that the church whether on the national, district or
local level, is a r1::.ghly complex institution which is old and very tradi
tional.

Clergymen are integrally attached to this system.

The demands

and practices of mental health are not always in agreement with the doc
trine of the church.
demands conflict.

The clergy is in a bind when these two sets of

Again, however, 95% of the clergy answering this ques

tion agreed with the statement.
Mccann (1962), in enumerating certain types of responses he obtained
in his survey, writes that many respondents expressed a real ambivalance
about the efficacy of their religion to help those individuals with emo
tional problems.

These clergymen significantly questioned what a clergy

man could do for or should attempt with the mentally ill.

The third state

ment read "I feel there is a general ineffectiveness of my theology in
helping parishione1·s with emotional problems".

Eighty percent of the clergy
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in this sample disagreed with this question (9% answered this statement
with a neutral response).
The next two statements were the only statements on which the sample
showed a significant split.

To the statement "The mental health of my

parishioners is of concern to me, but I do not feel adequately trained
to provide help in this areas'', 43% agreed, 46% di_sagreed, and 11% gave
a neutral response.

Likewise, the next statement showed a split,

To

the statement "The difficulty I have in counseling is that I feel per
sonally ineffective in facing my parishioners emotional problems", 20%
agreed, 66% disagreed, a.11d 14% answered neutrally.
These findings correlate with those found by Mccann (1962).

Many of

the clergy who answered his questionnaire were self-critical and ques
tioned their competency as counselors.

This self-doubt centered arou.11d

two points: 1) their own inadequacies as a person to counsel, and 2) their
limited trainin€.,. and experience in counseling emotional problems. McCann
found a tendency for clergy to feel that they had been inadequately trained
to handle emotional problems.

Naw�che (1959) also confirms this belief,

he cited deficiencies in training as the reason most oftengiven as to why
clergy to not have a more active involvement in mental health.

It would

appear that n large number of the clergy of Kalamazoo experience that lack
of the training necessary to counsel emotional problems.

A lesser but still

significant number of these clergy feel personally insecure in counseling.
An analysis of the data was performed to see if a denominational response
trend could account for the sample split observed on the two questions above.
This hypothesis. did not stand up to t!1e test however.

Table XIV shows

contingency tables on these questions broken down into liberal and conser
vative denomination.

Neither of the Chi squar2s calculated was significant.
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Table XIV
Contingency Tables:
I.

Denomination by Involvement in Menatal Health

The mental health of my parishioners is of concern to me, but I
don't feel adequately trained to provide help in this area.
A.gree

Conservative

Liberal

II.

n·isagree

11

1

11

23
(50.0%)

8

3

12

23
(50.0%)

19
(41. 3%)
Chi_ square = 1.51

Neut ra1

4
(8.7%)

23
(50.0%)

2 degrees of freedom significance
* 4 missing observations

==

o.468

The difficulty I have in counseling emotional problems is that I
feel personally ineffective in facing my parishioners emotional
problems.
A1tree

,Neut rA.1

D'1sa1tree

Conservative

3

3

17

23
(50.0%)

Liberal

5

4

14

23
(50.0%)

8
(17.4%)
Chi square = 0,9

7
(15.2%)

2 degrees of freedom

* 4 missing observations

31
(67.3%)
significance

=

0.627
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Visual inspection of the tables easily confirms this, as conservative
liberal answers on these questions are amazingly consistent.

Whatever

differentiated the sample must be attributed to some other variable, and
it does not follow denominational lines.
The last three statements were composed to form a group.

Each succes

sively added an additional requirement to those made by the statement pre
ceding.

The first statement was "Clergyrnen, like myself, are individuals

in the community who are often the professionals that are the first points
of contact for an emotionally disturbed person."

This first statement was

meant as a simple recognition of the premise made in this study, that of
checking if the clergy realized thier important position in the community's help-seeking system.

The second statement was "In my ministry, I

take some of the responsibility to identify these emotionally disturbed
people 311d help them'.

1

•

This seco11d statement added to the idea of the

first that the clergy is actively involved in helping the troubled of the
community.

The final statement was "I also take some of the responsibility

to extend my influence as a clergyman and help these disturbed individuals
enter the channels of mental health services."

This last statement finished

the sequence by adding the idea of cooperating with the community's mental
health services.

Answers to this series of three statements were consistent:

85% answered in agreement with state�ent 1, 87% with statement 2, and 91%
with statement 3.

From the results of these three statements,·it is clearly

the case that at lease on a verbal level the clergy of Kalamazoo are con
cerned and involved with mental health matters.

SUMMA.RY ATiJD CONCLUSION

This research has been concerned with describing the counseling
practice of a ·sample of parish clergy.

The results show clearly that

members of a community look to their local clergymen in times of crisis,
and freely make us of them as counselors.

From the clergy's perspective

counseling represents only one of their professional duties.

To them it

is often an activity that takes a subordinate role to other aspects of
their ministry.

Yet, parish clergy seem to have accepted counseling as

an important dimension of their ministry and willingly counsel the dis
tressed with whom they have contact.
The impact of the clergy's counseling seens to extend far into the
community and to provide a dynamic co:mrnitment to the relief of distress
and the improvement of the quality of human life.

In focu, clergy seem

to counsel problems which are similiar in nature to those taken to the
mental health profession.

This study found that problems of an emotional

type compose a large segment of those cou.."1seled by cJergy.

More speci

fically, parish clergy seem to be "key agents" in providing therapeutic
assistance to the cornnunity's troubled faim.lies and its marriages that
are in distress.
The results suggest that the counseling practices of local clergy
have significantly changed in the past decade.
represent desirable improvements.

Many of these alterations

The data indicate that today's clerg:r

man snends twice as much time counseling as he did in the past (7.5 hours
per week).

Likewise, it appears that the number of individuals referred

by clergy to mental health sources is on the increase.
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Meaningful gains
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seem to have also been made in the interfacing of clergy with the le.rger
community mental health delivery system.
There appears to be under way today a revival in the role of religion
in the clergy's method of counseling.

The pendulum seems to be swinging

away from the counseling model offered by psychiatry, back to an increas
ing awareness among clergy of a religious cou..nseling style.

Ninety per

cent of the clergy reported empioying aspects of their religion in the
The majority of the clergy counsel out of a psycho

course of counseling.

theological perspective, relying most heavily on a religious orientation
for guidance.

This revival, the author hopes, will ensure that while

clergy continue to incorporate greater psychological sophistication in
their counseling, they will not abandon that which is edifying and found
in their own religiop·,'l'his study also revealed soa;e areas in which the clergy could benefit
from some additional improvements to help them function more effectively
as counselors.

From this survey emerged the picture that all too often

clergy feel they lack sufficient training necessary to cuunsel adequately.
Another dilemma experienced by many is a personal conflict when counseling
emotional problems.

This suggests that innovative training programs a.re

needed to overcome these deficits and to help clergy develop greater con
fidence

and skills in dealing with difficult counseling situations.

In retrospect, the objectives of this study seem overly ambitious.
Also, the results suffer from a limited and situational validity.

However,

it is hoped that this study will "raise the consiousness" of parish clergy
concerning counseling and the invaluable function they play in helping the
persons in need in society.

Finally, it seems fitting to reaffirm the basic

rationale benind this research.

What has been advocated has not been

something complicated or demanding of expertise.

The simple message

in this study may have been obscured in the course of this work.

To

understand the message, the author concludes with the following quotation from Mccann (1962):

"This does not imply that we recommend that clergymen supply a psychiatric type of intervention, but
simply do what a wise, humane individual can do.
Often people are helped by a simple action, sometimes
just listening, or taL�ing, or being present. Direct,
simple, supportive action at the right time is often
more useful than the most skillful psychotherapy at the
wrong time. It is often less a question of "how" or
"what 11, than simply a matter o.f "that 11 - that the intervention occurred, that the help was offered." (p.243)
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INSTRl'C�!G:;3: ?lease r�ad a�d ar:s·Ne:- �2.c:1 ques't on :2� :... ul!y. �,lost
ques�ions a� �e ��sw���� b 3:�? y ;!�c �� � cje�k
mar!-< on 'the li:-.� :-.ex� ::; --=� a:-1s·., r- :,·ou ::oose.
You are nc� as�3� :o 3 �� ;ou= na�e :o :he
questior:ai��, �·,e:-:.r""::-:i:-:.; :tc·..:.. trri-:= '.'fill ·oe 3::--:.c-::l:1
confide:1-:i.;..2.. r::;..:.s ��::e2.=�:1 ::::..r. or-2.:.r ':;e .?.. s·..:c:ess i:'
you give your honest o;inion :n all ;ues:ions.
When you fi�ish :�e ;��s�:.o�ai=� ?lease �3il i�
back in t�9 ore�:1.i.C. ��:.-=l•:"":e �r::-;it.aC. . .:...--: -:he sa.7.e
time reme�ter-tc-si�� and ��i�-�a:k :he ;os::ar�
separate from the quest1ona1re.

1) Your Deno:ninati-:mal .!.f::"ilation
2) Your Age,
25 or less___

26-35__

J6-45__

56-65 __

46-55__

66+__

J) Total Fa=ish Merr!:iershi?1 (# of ir.dividuals)

4) Your Educational 3ackgrcund1

(please check app=opriate levels)

Hig.'1 Schc :il
Bachelor's
Mast.e:-'s
Doctorate

If so what deg=ee______

If so what degree______

5) Numter c: ic;:::::.duate hours i!l cour:seling, '?s:rcholog-J, or social we=:.-.?
c) I would describe tte na"ure of T.Y ?as�oral cou�seli�6 of �arishi:��=3
as1
(check or:e)
Primarily ::eligious
Pri:::arily ?s:rc:.ol::gical
Involv:.::� �ot:"': :-el.i.5:.:L!s :2:-:C :::s�1·:::".olos:.cal. el::-.:::-:-;,
but more reli�icus �ha� ps�·c�o�.:;�:al
Involviri..g :c-::i.. :--=l:�:.:-..:s 2.�:. ":'S����:'.:..:::::.:3.l. -�l:?::=::'":3,
bu� mo=e FSY=��lc�:�al ���n ��l�;:ous-
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7) Four Pocential !.inds of Cour.selee,

(to :e usea �n answerin� ?art�
A, 3, &: C)

TYPE 11 a person withou�

for�al connection to
your parish ( a "·..,'2.U�-lri")

TYPE 21 a person referred �o you :y a me�ter of y�u=

congrega��on, c�� is �o� a me�Oe= h��/he:3elf

TYP.E J1 a r,1embe.r of you:r con;-:-es::.-:�:n wr.c• ,3.::-ely :atte:-::is
church a..1.d 'Nho is �c-: s.::i:ie i::. =�L.i._r--:h .fur:c"t:.-:ir:.s

TYPE 41 a �e::1':Jer- o:"" your �or:�eg3.":i-:n -...,:\;;; 3. t-:er.ds c:t:.1:-:!":
regularly and who i.:; ·,ery ac :i·r;;; 5.n cr.u.:.-ch fu::ctions
A. Please g!7e an esti�ate of --=�e �umte:r (#) of each T�?::: you have
seen in a counseli�g ::-cle in �te las� year.

TYPE 1 -----"-:, e rs or.s
TYPE

2

____Derscns

TYPE J ____ne::-sons

TYPE 4 ____::e-::-sons

B. If asked to counsel a :-eligious probler.i would you?

TYPE 1 __Yes
TYPE 2 _Yes

__:lo

_�lo

TYPE J __Yes

__�o

TYP::: 4 _Yes

_�lo

C. If asked to ccur.:;el ar. emo-:ior.al .?::'Obler.i wo'.lld ycu refe::
rather tha."'l ·.:ou:-::;:el?
TYPE 1 __Yes

__No

TYPE J _·_"!es

__�lo

TYPE 2 __Yes

__No

TYn 4 __Yes

__�lo

8) Please rank (:,2,J,4,5) -::he :ollo·Hing ::-.i:::.is':eri3.l fu::.::-:ior.s .:.n -:e:-:::s -:f
a.'l!ount of .:..'..::ie:: S.?er:.-: in ea•.:h ::e:- wee'.-::1 (1 bei:-.g :-.o:::': -:o 5 ·::,e:�g le?.�)
Amoun': of tihle s�en.:
in each per/week
Co1.mseling .\c't::::. ties
Pa!:lto::-al Ca.:..lir.g !< .Social A::':::ri ":ies
Teach.i:-:g
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Cou�seli::� .:.s ar.1 ;.ppci�-::::en� .:..::.: :::�.-::?C:. ·:y :'.'1e :c�:--.3�11= i .. ""l
which tne co�:r.selee �a3 :�e expec;:�:io� cf =scei'li:r.; �e �
from you, the clergy (e!�her ?SJ:�olcgical er religious
9) Uuraber of reques:s fer ccu:r.se���g per week?
( excludi:r.g pre-r:ic.ri ::�::)
Of these, how :r.a:r.:; �e f:-ot:!:
Individuals

Families

Couples

Other

10) ';/ha-':: is t:1e 2.:1er;.ge
each week'? ____hours

of

you sper:1 in �ou:--.sel.:.ng

11) Average nu�ter (j) of cou:r.seli:r.g sessions each week?
12) Of those ycu cou:r.sel, w�at �ercen�age (�)
other- agencies, :octcrs, or resources?

---�.,.

lJ) Please give an �s�i�3te of t�e nu�ber of �eo�le you refe�=�� ��
any of the f.:il!.Q·ni�..g i:: ::':.e las� yea=.
Fami::y ?hysicia:r.s
Other Clergy

State :..:ental :-:os�i -:al

�ental Health Agencies

Othe�---------

Private ?sychia-'::ris-'::/Psyc:'1ologis t

t4) �g�r1cies in ��� Kala�23co ��ea to which you refe=�ed �eo�la
in the year? (:'lease ,:�-::e)

15) Ple�se ,::,.:,;.: (1,2,), 4 ,5) -::'.e following ::iin.:.s-:a,i.::.l :·:.:r-.c:::.:,�s .:.:r. -:er-::-,s c:
irnportar.ce 1;0 one's :ni:iis-:ry:
(1 beir-.6 � ::i 5 ·::'=i:-.g 2.::?::.s-:)
Import:2.:1:;e �.:,
one's ci:1.is-::-y
Administ::-:1ti·:e Ju-:ies
Counselin� Act.:.vi-:.:.es
Pastoral C�ll.:.�; & Soci::.2. Ac:ivities
Teaching
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16) °Nhat proole::i J.reas :a,,;e up yot:r counseli:1g ti:::e ? ?lease 5i·;e
an es-:�::-iate ,Jl :::� r.'J.:7:aer- (i) ':Jf :as�s yo'.l r.2.�.-e see:: i:1 ;.ny
a£ the follcwi�g ca�eg��ies i� �he last year.
Aging

Marital 1 ?a::iily ?:::-oble:::::;

Alcoholis:::/Jrug . .\.b1.ise

Psychological Jist:::-ess

Financi�l

Theological (Spi:::-i:�al)

Grief

Youth-Behavio:::-

General I:1fo..::ation Seeking
17) Here is a list of �hi::-:.gs �hat bother :o:::e peo�le, ?lease chec%
the f:::-equency �ith ��ich these are the ::iai::-:. :::-eascn people see�
counselir.g ::::-o::i you.
VERY
FREQUEN':'
Feeling physically ill
Complaints like headaches, di�:iness
Drug add:.c"tion
Alcoholism
Confusion.& disorienca"tion
Havi::i..g p:::-o'ol'.':!:'lS "'::i.i:-..ki::g
Feeling gene:::-ally u:i.happy
Feel.ing a!'l.Xious
Feels guilt
Can•t get work done
Job dissatisfac"tic:1
Unsa�is!accory sex life
Can'"t get alor..� with spouse
Frigi i-:y or i�potence
Homosex:.zali-:y
Loses te�per easily
Can't ge-: alo::-:.g •,1i-::1 o-r::hers
Afraid to talk -,..i -;;h people
Ques�ions spiritu�l li:e
Ques"tions own v3,1.ue/belief s:rs�2:n

18) In counseling emoti:nal �roble:::s, would you suggest s:�� --.ech::i�ues
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or rne��o�s t�a� you �a·,� �ou�a effac�ive �ia� ether c:���- �igh�

be able :o use?

19) Please inc.ica :a yo11r ::eel.:.ng toward t.!1e followir.g sta -:e::-.e:::-:s

1

A. The mental health o.: r..y :;iarishicners is n-ot of conce:-:-. -:o :::e.
::,-,-oo
S1:rongly Af.::-ee__ .� o•
-',j--

B. The oppor-:..:ni --.y :or cle.::-g-J :o i:'.Z.}ce a sig;i.:..:ican-: cc:-.-::-:.":·..:-:ior.
to mental h�al-::="t't :s availa;le wi::t::1 -::'.e s-:=U�"::..:.=a c:.� -::.e ·:�.... w.::-:::1.
Strongly Agree__ .-\.g:-ee__ t!eu1:ral__ Disag:-ee__ Stro:-.g.:..:.: Jisag:-ee__
C. I feel tr.er-e is a ge::eral i::e.:::ec-:i·:eness c:· :ny thec.:..::g-J i:i
helping parisi:ior.ers wi 'ti1 e::iotional :;irocle:::s.
Strongly Agree__

Ag:-ee__

Neutral__

Jisa?ee__

St::-c:-.f.:..:: Jisag::-ee__

D. Th� :-:1er.-:2.l :---.e2..:.-::-. of -:::1· :;:�:sr.i�:-.-;�3 :2 sf :.er-.:-=::::. :.: -:::,
but I don't feel adequately -:::-::.i:ied -:o :;:::-:,-1:.de ::elp .:.:-. -::..:.s area.
Strongl:r Ag:-ee___

.-\.gree__

Ne!..ltr:11__

!Jisag:-ee__

St::-c:-.f.:..:.: Jisagree__

E. The di.:':iculty I r.ave in coLrr:selin.g emo-:io:-.::1 ::irc::,le:::s i3 s:-:at
I �e�l per3o��lly i�ef�ec�ive i� facing �y p2r�shio��=s
emo�:o��-t prajle�s.
Sn-on;,;ly . .\.g::-ea__ .l.g:-.ee__

'.1e•.nr2.l__

Disagree__

Stro:-.f:.:; Jisagree__

P. Clargy�.en. �.=.. �(S �-�rsel:t. 2.r� ir.di·rid!..:.als :.:: the -...01._,, ....:-� __• ·H!"'..o
a.=1? o!'t�:i. -:r:: ;·�::.:2s2i•J�.als �:".?..--: 2.r-e -:.1e :·.:.rs� �:)i.:--.�s ::: cor:�ac-:
fo1· emc;ti-:,1:al:.. :,. �i.::..2;1:1...:.:-':!eC:. ?e!"'s:.;ns.

----

.1 :.--�a
Strongly A6..::-ee ___ •·-::,
;<,;eutral__ iJisag:-2e __
...
C. In my mir.i3:�y. ! take 3c�e of -.he res;c�si�ility ::: i�e�:i!y
these eraotionally ��s:�=�ed ;eo;le a�d �alp :he�.

Strongly Ag:�ee__

Ag=��--

Neutral

Disag:::-ee__

S:=o::�:.:: :Jisag:--ee __

H. I alsu �ake scwe of the :--2spo�si:lili -cy --:o 2x-:c:1-: �J" .:.:--_:_-,;.�r.ce
as a cler;-J::-:a!"l a.r.'..:! :-".�l� -::-.e3e di.5�u=:J�d. .:.:-.c...:.·ti.it.!a.2..3 ::-.-:::
chann�.!..s cz� �en-c.:.l ::.e.J.2. '":h se:-ri.::es.
Stror.gly Ag:-ee __

----

\ :7'..,...0Q

··":::,-
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20) 'J/"n.an co:.i-"'e 1; -,er parishioner:; wi -::1 emoi:ional prcble::::; 1
(check o�� )--•·o

A. I al��ys employ religious �eans

B. I so�eti�es enploy religious :::eans

C. I do not use reli�icus �eans to cour.:;el
emotional p=oole:::s
D. I do not counsel ,eopl9 with 1notional
proble::is
If you chose (A) or (3) above, ple�se i.:1dica-:a -:he z=eque�cy wi1:h
which you use t.,e follow.:.ng .�.:1 cour.seling e::io-:icnal proole:::s 1
VERY
FREQU:S:�,T

Exorc.i!::m
Ask for confession of sins
Read biblical passages
Ask coanselee to read bible at �c�e
Perform religious =i�uals(e.g. ccmmu.�ion) ____
Pray during session
Ask counselee to pray a-: :,ome
Offer conversion t:irough God/Ch=ist

Thank: you fer car.pl
apprecia-:e yc�r ielp i�
the postcard as well as

�g ��is qu�s�io�ai=9. I si�c���:y
3 :-·-::s.:2.rc;1. ?!.. :ase =er:1e;.1-=er :;; :r:a.!.l
�uns-:i·.:n::::ii.re,
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;/{a/arna300
MENTAL

HEALTH

SER\:

CES
H.B. SOF"E:--. BLDG.
229 W .\liCSiG.-•.:-: .->. \"C:.
KAL.A.\IAZOO. .\!rC:-ilG.-l,..'s .;Si•J':i
Ttolephone !6l61 343-oiL•l

Dear

��=!=�

I'm writirg to info=� /CU :nat in :na na�: �ask ;ou wi�l j9 ra�laving 3
Quastionairi frcm �r. �=31
r2;J:�L�g :ra :laca :f ==�nsalirq �n
the total c=ntsx: �f ;cur i�oor�an� �o:< a3 � clac;;�an.
I would like :o ��c=ura;e ycu :o :ar�:c�Jata in t�i3 i�::::ant ��qaa:ch
9urvey. 7he �nf::�a:!cn gainej r::� :�is 3���Y -�i!l �elJ �ha Co�3Wl�aei�n
Canter and c:�ar 3u=n C:�muni�y �ganc�;s :o ==�vi�e :at�e: fut�=s =ssc��ca
aesistanca fer you as ·1ou •.;ci::� wit:, :=ouolaa ;:erscns in ;cur pari3n.

=�=

Mr. Ludlow has =sciaued
end:=semenc and a9si3:ancs in nis eff�r:3.
We hc?e ycu �!l! t�ke a �cment �o :e3oond to �i9 �uesticnnaire on it3
arrival a� ycu: of�ics.
Raspec t fully

''/2r- --�//;r
Mt''[
/--r / /t'zt"--:1-r:1�

Walter L. Stu�c, �n.O.
Exacut1ve Oirgc:or

/nsr
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June JO, 1976
The Studv1 Clerg-J !.: Cour.selir.g
2210 Crane Avenue
49001
Kalamazoo, MI
Dear
One week age you should have received a let"ter written by
:Jr. Stu;np, :::xeci..ttiv-e Direc.:.::r- of ::ie K2.la�azoo Cor.sul-.a-cicn
Center. This le"t-cer urged yell!' coopera-:ion ir. a :oreco::l.ir.g
study of clerg,J ar.d ,;he:.::- cou11selir.g acti·:i-:ies.
I am now wri tir.g -co ask fc::- you::- :-:elp in -::iis resea:::-ch.
The purpose of this study :.s to callee-: infor�a-:ion concerning
the extent to which pasc:oral counseli:-.g :.s cur:::-en.;ly bei:-..g
performed by parish cler6J in -:r.e Kala=ia:oo area a.nd -:o delinea-:e
the general r.a-cure o: this :.�portant function.
What I would like you to do is fill cut .:he enclosed
questionaire. It consis-cs of 20 questions md ��s been desigr.ed
to facilitate quick ar.d easy answering. In a :;:re-:es-:, i-: was
found that no �ore t�an 15 to 20 minutes is requi=ed to co=pl�te
it.
Please do not si&-1. t!:.e ,:;_uestionaire. :-:owever, it would ':e
useful for :ne ,;o know when you have completed and mailed cack
your questionaire. ·,vhen 'JOU finish "Nould you '.-cindly .:ell :i:e tha"t
you have done so by mailing back the enclosed ?OStcard separate
from the questior.aire. ?or ycur conveni:nce botj the postcard and
the questionaire retu=n envelope already have postage on them.
Sincerely,

��(l��cllct0
Research Jirector
P .S. I wis!-. tr.ere w;;,.s an op;ortll.-• .'.. -:1• -:o exp:ress .:.n person -;:,.y
gratituC.e [o:- :,.. c�r :�el.;,. '.,ly :lor.ie phor:e �r:u::Oe!" is JL..?-7501. If
I rn.ay be of a.r:.y ass:s:a�ce please cont�ct �e.
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July 16, 1976
The Stu::vr Cle:-g:, 1 Cour.selin�
2210 C:::-ane Aver.ue
Kalamazoo, :,!I

Dear
Someti:::e ago r ::iailed you a J_ues-:ior.c!i:::-e :or.::erning :;cu-:
pastoral cou::s-:li::g 3.c-::i·1i ti;is. :J:-..:o-:--:::.ina1:el:r, :· :1ave :1.o't ye-:
received you-: :-e:;:;l:r. I"': was ho,::ed -:h2.1: �-.s·..,ers c::iuld '::e :b1:ai:-.ed
from all cle:-gy -::o 'lfhcm ::-:e c_:..ies-:io:-:a.:.re was ::iai:ed.
I am w-:-i ti::g ·1c::.. a.gai.r: ·:,e�2 1.1se cf --:r,e :.::pc:---:ar:ce : :"ag.l Jot.!=
personal res?cr.ses pl.iy :� a;�gc�i�g �he Jic�u�e �ha� �his rese�y:h
repo=--:s a�ot,;.-: ;;2.:-:.sh =!.e:-g-J 2:.-:i �:'".eir -c�ur�seli.:!g 3.c�i·:i -:ies i:: �:-:.e
Kalac-.azoo a=ea. ?lease hel:;i '.!S ·oy -:-e-;:.i::;-.i::6 you:-- 1 1.!es,;ionai.:-e as
soon as pos5:·c1e. �:i.e plar:.ed cor::ple-::ion dace :::ir -::his s-::u:iy is
July 24.

In case you have :n.:.s:;ilace:: i:::.e origir:::;,l ques-::.:.c::ai-:-e, a..-:.oi::i.er
has been enclosed :er you.
Again, when you do :inish :illir:g ou't -::he questior.aire, please
mail back bo::1 -:::;e q·Jest.ionai!"':! and the ;ios-:::card se-;::ara-::el:,,. ?o-:envelope a.::-ead:,· have pos :a_ge provided.
Than.'<

'JOll

tor you-: co-o;ie:-ation.

P .S. If you r..a:re
letter.

=.. ues -:i or.a.i:-� , ;,lease
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Scatter Diagram of Jenomination by �ours Counseled
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION
SOURCE OF V�RIATICN
ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESS�ON
DEVIAT:ON FROM REGRESSION
TOTAL

D,F,
42

43

SUM OF SQ,
46,121
2407,606
2453,727

MEAN SQ,
46,121
57,324

F VALUE
0,80:i
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Scatter Jiagra� of Jeno�:nation by �ours
Counseled with Stray falues Removed
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR
SOUF,CE OF 1,/Af-IATION
ATTRIBUTAt1LE TO REG,(E::SION
DEVIATION Fl-WM R[GRESSilJN
TOTAL

*

D.F.
1
34

35

THE

REGRESSION

SUM OF SQ,
2,645
377.578
380,222

MEAN SQ,
2,645
11,105

F VALUE
0,238
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Scatter Jiagran of Jenornination by Number
of Theological Problems Rapor�ed
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE ��GRESSION
SOURCE OF 'JAR!ATION
·HTRlBUTM<LE TO REGFIESS ION
DEVI:',TION FROM REGRESSIDN
TOTAL

D,F.
1
42
43

SUM

OF SJ.

�.27�
12Q30.727
12932,996

MEAN

so.

�.27:-

307,87.;,

F VA!...UE
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Scatter Jiagram of Jenornination by �um�er of �heological
Proble�s �epo=�e� with S�ray 1alues �e�oved
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0,241

CORRELATION CSEFFICIENT .•.•••
STANDARD ERRUR OF ESTIMATE.,,

0,062
5.324

0,385

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION
SOURCE 0 VARI/'\T ON
.. ESSIUN
ATTRH<UTABL T8 .-,�-,
f"\.:. ....J
DEVIATION F OM F:EGR SSION
TOTAL

D.F.
1

39

40

SUM OF SQ,

4.201
1105,'555
1109,7:36

MEAN SQ.

4.201
28.348

F VALU::
0.148
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Scatter Jia6ra� o� ��nos.i�ation by �um�er
of Psyc�ological ?"oolems �eported
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TOTAL

FF,OM RC:GF c· SS I ON

D,F,
1

42

43

OF SQ,
15,261
7719,645
7734,902

SUM

MEAN SQ,
15,261
183.301

F VALUE
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Scatter �iagram o� �e�o"'ination by Nu�ber of Psychological
Proble�s �epo=ted wi�h Stray 1alues �emoved
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ANALYSIS OF VA�IANCE FOR THE REGRESS!□�
SOURCE OF VARIATION
ATTRIBUTASLE TO REGRESSION
DEVIATION FROM REGRESS!ON
TOTAL

D,F,
1
35
36

SUM OF SO,
31,235
326,765
358.000

HEAN SO,
31,235
9,336

F VALUE
3,346
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ScRtter JiaEra� of Seno�ination by �umber
of Referrils �o ;ental �ealth Sources
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TOTAL
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SUM OF so.
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MEAN sa.
15,575
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F VALU::
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D,F,
1
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OF SQ,
96.690
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SUM

MEAN SQ
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F VALUE
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